
 

GO LARGE 
VOTE RAJ  

 Goals: 
- Make RUMS as accessible and inclusive as possible  
- Protect our sports teams and look to improve their funding through sponsorship. 
- Build on our good relationship with the medical school to improve teaching. 
- Improve RUMS feedback systems and online presence so that students have on-going 

input 
- Ensure RUMS has an strong voice in BMA and NHS discussions 
- Create a better system of continuity between RUMS committees  

 

Inclusive: 
- Support newer RUMS societies in establishing 

themselves as key members of the RUMS 
community 

- Improve awareness and provision of welfare 
services so that RUMS is more able to support 
students when required. 
 

Sports: 
- Work closely with sports teams to look at 

whether funding can be improved, and 
facilitate discussion between sports regarding 
this. 

- Following threatened removal of travel 
reclaim this Jan, ensure further cuts are not 
passed. 
 

Strong Voice and Continuity: 
- Maintain a strong presence in junior contract 

discussions. 
- Reduce inefficiency in committee handover 

and repetition of mistakes through greater ex-
committee input. 

 
 

Teaching and RUMS Feedback 
- Continue to facilitate discussion between staff 

and students regarding teaching 
- Work with medical school and honorary 

president to improve feedback on work and 
implement changes where teaching is poor. 

- Further improve RUMS website and social media 
presence. 

- Clarify roles of RUMS execs and introduce 
anonymous feedback mechanisms to keep the 
committee accountable. 
 

Experience: 
RUMS Finance VP: 
- obtained significant sponsorship, involving 

negotiations with industry 
- created website and social media profiles 
- closely assisted in event organisation and 

planning throughout the year 
- assisted RUMS Review in managing finances 

RUMS MedSoc subcommittee member 
RUMS hockey committee member 
RUMS hockey 3s player 
 
 

 
Endorsements: 

 
 
 

 

 
Sam Price     - RUMS Men’s Hockey President 
Charlotte Griffiths  - RUMS Women’s Hockey President 
Sam Cullen   - RUMS Rugby President 
Anna Mullan    - RUMS Netball President 
Tom Morgan    - RUMS Boat Club President 
Vishal Rawji    - RUMS Cricket President 
Jon Funnell    - RUMS Tennis President 
 

Ankit Bhatt    - MDs President 
Polly Cohen    - RUMS Music President 
Sabeeh Syed    - RUMS ISOC President 
Francesca Cackett   - RUMS Events Exec 
 

 

RUMS OFFICER 
ELECTIONS 

 


